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If Ye Be of Israel 
Creating the Right Narrative For Afrika’s Reset 

By Solomon Ikhioda 



What happens when “repentance” 
takes a college degree? 



It becomes... 
“ 

“ 



“Reset”means “repentance” 
A charge to fix existing and anticipated 
fragilities and model a replenished, subdued 
geographical context, by 
1. affirming your peculiar identity 
2. leveraging creativity and innovation 

“Prosper! Reproduce! Fill Earth! Take charge! Be responsible for fish in the sea and birds 
in the air, for every living thing that moves on the face of Earth.” Genesis 1:28 (Message Version) 



Why Reset? 

 
To “make obedience complete & so, punish 

“disobedience” 
The world is unprincipled. It’s dog-eat-dog out there! The world doesn’t fight fair. But we don’t live or fight our battles that way - never have and never will. The 

tools of our trade aren’t for marketing or manipulation, but they are for demolishing that entire massively corrupt culture. We use our powerful God-tools for 

smashing warped philosophies, tearing down barriers erected against the truth of God, fitting every loose  thought and emotion and impulse into the 

structure of life shaped by Christ. Our tools are ready at  hand for clearing the ground of every obstruction and building lives of obedience into maturity. 

2 Corinthians 10:3-6 (Message Version) 

 



To find your political, cutural, 

economic voice in the global 

conversations and transactions 

that have relevant impact and 

significance in time and 

space. 

Power 



synergy 
/ˈsɪnədʒi/ 
 
Noun: 
the interaction or cooperation of two or more organizations, substances, or 
other agents to produce a combined effect greater than the sum of their 
separate effects.  
PSALM 119:130 
 

The true Synergy: Church  
+ Academia 



Tools rule: 

from club  to code 



Tools,  
the economic center of gravity: 
 
“subduing”/  "taking charge” is 

always about creating tools.  



 
A new wheel  
is invented 
…No Design and  
Innovation in this “verse” No 
Subduing 
 



Jesus in the new “verse”:  
No “African Christian” *Design and  
Innovation in this “verse”. No Subduing 
for Africa 
 
*create new meaning for “spiritual” constructs and apply them in your practice; to  

achieve new value for Africa 



A crucial time in human 
civilisation; where global 
and local worlds are 
converging... 

What time is it? 



...into an integrated network of 3D 
virtual worlds - transcending into a 
“verse” of seamless integration; 
offering travel, commerce, 
relationships, mariage, sex, 
entertainment, education, sport, 
residence...everything imaginable. 



All enabled by 
digital technology 



NB: Jesus didn’t die of internal 
bleeding: 

“repented” people have to 

understand both worlds –AND 

CREATE/INNOVATE 

Luke 16:8-9 “Now here’s a surprise: The master praised the crooked manager! And why? Because he knew how to 
look after himself. Streetwise people are smarter in this regard than law-abiding citizens. They are on constant 
alert, looking for angles, surviving by their wits. I want you to be smart in the same way—but for what is right—
using every adversity to stimulate you to creative survival, to concentrate your attention on the bare essentials, so 
you’ll live, really live, and not complacently just get by on good behavior.” The Message version 
 



A Tale - Travis Scott: One person, two 
worlds 

Concert performance in-person 
Earning: $1.7m 

Attendees: 50,000 

*300 attendees injured 

*10 died 
 
Concert performance within Fortnite 
Earning: $20m 

“Attendees”: 12.3million players 

*Zero attendees injured 

*Zero died 



What is the 
job to be done? 



Positioning 

Sweet spot 

What the other 
competing parts 
of the world are 
offering 

A nervous world in search 
of meaning; with growing 
identity crises 

Cultural intelligence is the biggest 
competency now – experiences 
are the most prized products 

What the 
world needs 

What the 
world 

is offering 

Afrika’s cultural 
distinctions 



The narrative 
platform - on to in 
Get Afrika into the virtual 
and physical world - from being 

“on the internet” to “in the internet” 

Our new continent...a connected 
new world - People will live multi-
user virtual reality 

 

 



 
Culture + Politics = Competitiveness: turn your uniqueness into  
a want for competitive advantage. 
“One of my core belief is to reclaim China’s destiny to reclaim a  central role in the world. The banner of socialism with  
Chinese characteristics is now flying high and proud. It offers Chinese wisdom and a  Chinese approach to solve the problems 
 facing mankind” - Xi Jingping 

 

Narrative is capital 

Out of Naija, straight from 
Naija, Street credibility we 

getm,  check my fans 

walahi, aya e aja, nobelie 

Hear am - 9ice 

China 

Japan 

Nigeria 

 
USA 



Africa’s Narrative  
Find X  
 
 
 
“the God in Africa” in the 
*practice; of the profession 



A critique: 
*NB: All images referring to Ubuntuland are property of the owners, Africarare 
 

 
Who would be solving our 
youths existential problems  
going forward?  
 
Which “church” does Gogo go  
to? 
 
 Gogo: grandmother 

Description. When parents die of AIDS, the orphans often go to live with a "gogo," the Zulu word for grandmother. 
*I ACTUALLY FOUND THIS WHEN I GOOGLED WHAT DOES GOGO MEAN IN SOUTH AFRICA”? 
 



Designing the relevant African narrative - 
Modernize, not Westernize 



Hack the Afrika Human Be code into 
the economic activity of the proceeding 

world that ensues from digital technology 
and market to a nervous world 

Africa’s Narrative  
Opportunity- what does Africa 
look like in your practice/solution? 

COMMUNITY 

N O 
T 

N O 



It’s why the world will look to 
Africa 

 

Code positive Afrika Environment Social 
and Governance (ESG) protocols into the 
proceeding world economic activity that 
ensues from digital technology. 



How The Prophet  Isaiah taught me on reimagining the Ad 
Agency *role   & Why Design & Innovation are pulpit 
conversations 

*To guide Clients to design products, services and experinces that give dignity to people and their context (time, places, culture) 



Advertising has a problem; but advertising is not the 
problem 
The problem is the product design gap and if Advertising does not integrate product design capability 
and advisory, it will make the Advertising Agency model keep fading in relevance 

To guide Clients to design products, services and experince s that give dignity to people and their context (time, places, culture) 

Advertising Experience Perception Influence 

 
STORYTELLING 

 
REPUTATION 
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STRATEGIC 
IMPERATIVES 

INITIATIVES 

ACTION 
PLANS 

Advertising 

Persuasive 
copy 

Visuals 

 
STORYTELLING 

 
REPUTATION 

Experience 

Theatre 
(Drama) 

Content 

*PRODUCT 
DESIGN 

Character 

Performance 
(meaning: product story (ideology), 

authenticity and impact on the user / buyer) 

*Persuasive copy 
*powerful sensorial aesthetics 
*compelling imagery 
* 

*match product content with performance, at moment of truth 
*align product content with user/buyer belief system 

*stakeholder relations 
*transparency 
*empathy 
* *missing from the Ad Agency offering 

Utility 

Perception Influence 

Good Works 
(Social Responsibilty) 

Trust 

INSIGHTS, DATA & TECHNOLOGY 

DISTRIBUTION (MEDIA & *TRADE PRESENCE) 



Q: Inspire Afrika Synergy, 
Where is our own Metaverse? 
*All images referring to Ubuntuland are property of the owners, Africarare 





Thank 
You! 


